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Deep Sea Beauty by Germaine de Capuccini
Uncover the beauty secrets of the sea with Germaine de Capuccini’s Spa Marine range.
These fabulous products will both visibly improve the skin’s appearance and promote a
harmonious natural balance of body, mind and spiritual wellbeing.
Spa Marine’s effectiveness is based on a combination of natural products of marine origin that
help rebalance the cellular medium, promote the elimination of toxins through tremendous
detox properties and improve action of cellular organs helping regenerate and revitalize our
bodies.
Spa Marine bath with Seaweed – RRP $90/ 10 sachets
This amazing bath is like a multi-vitamin pill for the body, containing a multitude of
vitamins, minerals and amino acids to turn any bath into a true detoxifying and
remineralising treatment that provides the skin with hydration, smoothness and
balance.

Germaine de Capuccini Spa Marine Sea Crystals – RRP $40
A selection of 100% natural marine salts containing approximately 80
mineral elements, especially trace minerals that are extremely beneficial and
Laminaria algae, these revitalizing sea crystals are an authentic 'fitness
treatment' for the body and a bath of hydration and smoothness for your
skin.

Spa Exfoliating – RRP $52
An innovative formula with an oily texture, rich in algae, mineral salts and vitamins
C and E that renews the skin and provides a unique touch of smoothness and
suppleness. Promotes effective exfoliation, eliminating dead cells and helps the skin
increase its oxygenation.

Spa Marine Moisturising Sea Water – RRP $50

This beautiful body water with a silky, light texture is based on algae and water from the
seas of Brittany and provides the skin with incredible hydration, tone and protection.
The algae extract covers the skin in an invisible protective film which stops the skins
natural water level from evaporating and leaves your skin moist and dewy.
Marine sea water is also like a vitamin pill for the body as it contains more than 60
minerals and trace elements that revitalise and regenerate your skin.
Germaine de Capuccini – experience the Spa Elite
For stockists or more information please contact Germaine de Capuccini on 1300 432 100 or
visit the website at www.germaine-de-capuccini.com.au
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